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Abstract

The MAGPIE system has been designed and implemented to address the data management

and analysis problems that arise during the interpretation of whole microbial genomes. The

system consists of a command-driven query-answering interface and two cooperating daemons:

(1) an active rule daemon that builds and maintains a knowledge base for a particular genome

and (2) an annotated logic programming daemon (agent) that carries out data analysis for users

based on their needs and preferences. The system orchestrates remote and local servers, triggered

by changing environments, and it automatically analyzes a genome when new information about

features of the genome have been obtained. MAGPIE is being used to analyze several microbial

genomes; three cases are discussed here.

1 Introduction

The problem of whole genome sequence analysis has brought a new set of challenges to intelligent

and active database systems. In order to make whole genome annotation an automatic process,

running continuously, large numbers of remote and local transactions, each depending on evolving
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domain-speci�c scienti�c criteria and on changing remote and local conditions, must be triggered

and the results intercepted. The remote transaction load must be balanced fairly with other

community demands on server resources. Transactions must be activated at remote sites with

di�erent types of remote resources. Locally, a knowledge-base about the genome must be built

and maintained. Local decision modules that monitor and obey user preferences and that combine

evidence from multiple sources to formulate credible hypotheses about sequence functions must

work in concert with the transaction system. Genome projects are often distributed among more

than one site, so remote multi-user access to the data must be supported. Pragmatically, for

scienti�c laboratories to use such a system, it must perform reliably on local workstations and

communicate with outside resources through standard networking protocols.

We have designed and implemented a system to meet these challenges. The architecture builds

on concepts from active databases, from distributed knowledge sources, and from intelligent agents.

The result, called MAGPIE, co-exists with a genome sequencing project and maintains an emerging

analysis of the genome. This paper describes the architecture of the system and discusses how it

has been applied to the Sulfolobus solfataricus, Rhodobacter capsulatus and Mycoplasma genitalium

microbial genomes.

The following section gives background on the genome interpretation task. Section 3 describes

the data collection and analysis requirements that arise. Next, Section 4 describes our model for

data collection that meets these requirements. Section 5 describes how the model supports data

analysis that involves combining knowledge from multiple sources. Sections 6 and 7 sketch our

implementation and discuss speci�c results for 3 microbial genomes that are in various stages of

the sequencing process. Section 8 gives a more general discussion of the performance and behavior

of the system. Section 8 also presents further challenges that will result from increased data

generation rates.

2 Genome Background

At the computational level, the genome for an organism is a set of sequences of characters, where

the characters represent DNA bases (C,G,T,A) and ambiguities in the sequence (N,X,�). The
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goal for a genome project is to determine the sequences of characters that comprise the genome

for a particular organism1 and then to determine which regions within the sequence most likely

code for molecules that carry out a function within the organism. Functions include activities

like transporting other molecules (e.g. transporter proteins), catalyzing biochemical reactions (e.g.

enzymes), adding structure to a cell (e.g. structural proteins), regulating other functions (e.g. reg-

ulatory proteins), reading the genome (e.g. DNA and RNA polymerases), carrying amino acids

(e.g. tRNA), and many more. Many of the functions are performed by proteins. Proteins are tran-

scribed and translated from the genome's DNA sequence to a corresponding amino acid sequence.

Other functions are carried out by molecules made of RNA, that is, sequences of A,C,G,U. RNA

molecules are complementary mappings from DNA into RNA (After U's are replace by T's in the

DNA sequence, A is substituted by U, C with G and vice versa).

Once the genome has been divided into regions that can code for a product, and once a subset

of those regions have been assigned a putative function, the next interpretation step is to assemble

a model of how the functional parts interact with each other [GS95, SBG+96].

Single Sequence Interpretation When biologists start to analyze a piece of sequence data

that is 1000-3000 base pairs long, they usually send the sequence data by hand to a select set of

remote sequence analysis services. Often, they send the sequence through local analysis tools as

well. They inspect the output �les by hand and, after some reection, make a decision about what

gene products may be present in the original sequence.

Analytical tools for a piece of sequence data tend to fall loosely into at least �ve groups: (1)

those that look for similar sequences in public databases; (2) those that look for particular patterns

in the input sequence; (3) those that gather statistics about the input sequence (e.g. numbers of

A's and G's; numbers of G's and C's; \codon usage", that is, the frequency of using DNA triples to

code for amino acids); (4) those that look for long stretches of repeated characters; and (5) those

that predict 2D and 3D structural features of the molecules.

1The \genome" for a microbial organism tends to be one very long (2-5 million base pairs) circular sequence which

is sometimes accompanied by additional smaller circular or linear sequences, called plasmids.
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Large Volume Interpretation Manual sequence interpretation using each remote and local

tool individually works for small numbers of short sequences, but when a team is sequencing an

entire 3-4 million base pair genome, the interpretation task becomes daunting. For each megabase

of sequence (1 million characters) from a microbial organism, one may expect about 1000 coding

regions. If each region were run through 10 remote and local tools, someone would have to digest

between 10,000 and 50,000 pages of human-readable output.

Over time, the problem of volume is compounded in several ways. The public sequence databases

change frequently; they gain both new sequences and corrections to old sequences. During the life-

time of a genome project, the quality of the generated sequence changes from raw and occasionally

uncertain, with many ambiguities, to �nished, with no ambiguities and a high level of certainty

about each character. Over the course of a year, new sequence analysis tools become available.

Each new tool is tuned to �nd particular features in the sequence data.

Shared Community Resources The remote servers for analyzing short sequences are commu-

nity resources. For example, the National Center for BioInformatics (NCBI) in the U.S.A. and the

European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) in Europe maintain internationally accessible similarity

search servers. Each server has a desired frequency for requests from the same source.

Structuring Sequence Features Each analytical tool can be considered to associate a set of

features with o�sets in the input sequence. For example, a similarity tool may return information

that there is a similarity between the input database sequence from characters 101-802 with a

database sequence from its characters 154-907. Most tools assign a score to the feature. We can

capture similarity information in tuples with the following schema:

InputSeq From To DBID FromD ToD Score Tool

where InputSeq is a unique name for a piece of genome sequence; DBID is a unique identi�er

for a database sequence or pattern; From and To are the positions in the input sequence that

match the database sequence or pattern; and FromD and ToD denote the region of the database

sequence involved in the match. Score indicates how good the match is, and Tool indicates which
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service found the similarity.

It is straightforward for a domain expert to analyze each tool and de�ne a fact schema that

captures the salient information in the output. Parsing the output to extract the feature facts

imposes a semi-structured view on top of the tool output | that is, a view that captures part of

the information available in the output text.

Making decisions about what functions may be associated with a coding region requires com-

bining features from all of the tools, weighing each feature in the context of the other features,

and ranking potential functional assignments according to users' con�dence levels in the tools and

in the sequence. A method based on annotated logic programming for achieving this task was

described in [GLMC94] and [GL94]. The problem is approached as a query-answering process over

knowledge from multiple sources and with user constraints that express user needs and preferences.

Once answers are generated, the domain expert user must still make a �nal decision about which

function assignments are correct. Occasionally, the user wishes to invoke additional remote or local

tools as part of the decision process.

3 Problem Summary

As described in the previous section, the problem of carrying out automated, continuously running,

updated genome sequence interpretation for microbial genomes requires the following capabilities

in a data collection and decision making infrastructure:

� methods to trigger actions based on changing remote and local conditions (active rules

[WC95])

� criteria to share remote community resources equitably (active rules)

� techniques that make it transparent whether a resource is remote or local (distributed databases)

� techniques that compensate for variation in resources (heterogeneous databases)

� methods to combine reasoning modules with transaction request modules (agents with active

rules [HRWH+89, Sho93])
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� the ability to query the evidence behind decisions that have been made

A governing property of the data collection task is that it is necessarily slow. Once data has been

gathered about sequence, analysis is relatively rapid. However, data collection can take days or

weeks when resources must be shared with the community. For example, collecting 10,000 outputs

for 1000 coding regions from 10 di�erent types of remote analysis tools usually takes about 3 days.

The slow speed of data collection compared to data analysis has driven us to develop a system

model that di�ers from previous distributed database and heterogeneous database architectures.

4 Data Collection Model

Our model, which we shall call the MAGPIE2 model, for addressing the issues described in the

previous section relies on three modules of information: (1) information about the system, (2) the

domain database, and (3) information from remote resources. A daemon that runs a set of active

rules monitors each of these sources of information and carries out the data collection activity in

response to changes in the information environment.

As the active rule daemon responds to changes, it notices new data objects in the domain

database that must be annotated. Collecting data about an object is the �rst step in annotation.

So for each new object, the daemon dispatches requests, intercepts responses, and monitors the

collection progress.

The data collection process revolves around the notion of a tool. A tool is a piece of software

that generates new information about a given data object. The daemon collects new data about

local objects by sending them to tools for processing. A tool can run on one or more resources,

local or remote.

We shall consider each information module in turn and then discuss how they feed the active

rules within the data collection daemon.

2\MAGPIE" was coined for the genome application domain. It stands for Multipurpose Automated Genome

Project Investigation Environment.
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The system database The local database of information about the system (meta-data) includes

information about what tools are available to the system, information about each remote and local

resource, information about which tools run on which resources, con�guration information about

the speci�c tasks that users wish the local system to ask tools to carry out, information about

pending requests, and historical information about all responses to requests. Conceptually, we

divide the system data into three parts: historical data, data about pending tasks, and knowledge

about the system.

For each tool in the system, the following information is maintained: (examples from the genome

analysis domain are included)

� Unique ID (e.g. blastx3)

� Tool type (e.g. blast)

� Script(s) for invoking the tool and parameter settings

For each type of tool, the following information is maintained:

� Input type (e.g. DNA sequence or AA sequence)

� Input format(s) (e.g. \fasta" format)

� Parser(s) for extracting facts from the output (e.g. written for each tool)

� Structure of output features (e.g. the \similarity" example from Section 2

Tools run on resources. For each remote and local resource, the following information is maintained

locally:

� Resource address (e.g. blast@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

� Resource type (e.g. blast server)

� Resource access method (e.g. email, rsh, url get, execute)

3blastx is a similarity search tool that compares a query sequence against a database of sequences.
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� Tools served by the resource (e.g. blastx, blastn, tblastn, ...)

� Databases accessed by the resource (e.g. Swiss-Prot, PIR, GenBank, ...)

For each tool and resource pair, the following historical information is maintained as an historical

database:

� A queue of pending requests

� Time of each past request

� Time of each past response to a request

The domain database The domain database is divided into three parts: basic data objects

(in the genome application, these are genome sequences), facts that have been collected about the

basic data objects, and text that is associated with the facts.

Invoking tools and resources The active rule daemon monitors the domain database for new

data objects and for data objects that have changed. It sends these data objects to tools through a

two-stage process. First, it determines which tools should receive the object (based on the object's

state), transforms it into speci�c forms for speci�c tools, and places each instance in a queue of

requests for the tool. Second, when a resource that can run some tool is free, the daemon removes

a query/tool pair from the tool's queue and dispatches it to the resource.

In the genome interpretation application, the data objects are new and changing genome se-

quences. Interpretation requests are generated based on the sequence state. For example, sequences

that are raw are sent to the fasta tool to be run against the E. coli remote sequence database.

The daemon also handles responses from tools in stages. It sends a response to the appropriate

parser for the tool output (based on the tool's type). The parser extracts facts from the output

and associates unstructured sections of output text with each fact. Each text section provides

supporting evidence for a fact. The daemon accepts the facts, texts and support relationships from

the parsers and adds them to the local domain database.
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The data collection daemon Figure 1 illustrates the ow of data objects and the active rule

daemon's sources of events and conditions. The daemon's activities break down into the following

classes of event/condition/action rules:

� Domain Database Event: new data objects in the domain database. Condition: the

object's state. Action: send the object to appropriate tools for the state.

� System Database Event: new tools in the system database or new information about

which types (states) of objects to send to which tools. Condition: which objects are in

which states. Action: send all objects in the right state to new/additional tools.

� Tool/Resource Event: a tool returns a response. Condition: a pending request is in the

tool queue. Action: send the next request.

� Tool/Resource Event: a tool returns a response. Condition: a parser exists for that type

of tool. Action: send the response to the parser.

� Parser Event: a parser returns facts and texts. Condition: none. Action: add the facts

and texts to the domain database.

� Historical Database Event: nothing has returned from a tool for some time. Condition:

none. Action: resend the request.

� Remote Database Event: data has changed in the remote databases. Condition: domain

data objects exist that were annotated by a tool that used that remote database. Action:

send the data objects to the tool.

These types of rules are su�cient for managing an ongoing data collection process.

Inherent in the events described above are external updates to the system's databases. For

example, a genome sequencing team adds new sequence and improved sequence to the domain

database. The scienti�c community delivers new sequences to the remote sequence databases.

The system manager adds tools to the system and updates the system databases. The historical

database records when the system is stopped or restarted.
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Figure 1: Components of the Data Collection Model
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5 Data Access Model

Even as information about the basic domain data objects is being collected, scienti�c users want to

see what has already arrived and formulate hypotheses based on current knowledge. Furthermore,

for genome interpretation, once data is gathered, an intense decision making process must be carried

out. Within the MAGPIE model, these activities are supported through three kinds of access to the

data: (1) intelligent agents that operate using decision rules that capture a user's wishes, needs, and

actions; (2) browsers that exploit relationships among domain data | where relationships may be

inherent in the domain database or derived by intelligent agents; and (3) ad-hoc query capability.

Figure 2 shows how the data access modules use the di�erent data sources in the system.

Analysis agent To carry out genome interpretation, any entity, human or machine, must consider

sequence features that have been computed by many di�erent kinds of tools. The features have

di�erent scores, and they di�er in size (i.e. the stretch of sequence that they cover). Di�erent users

prefer di�erent tools and have di�erent ideas about the signi�cance of scores and coverage.

To make decisions based on this qualitative information about domain database facts, the MAG-

PIE model contains a sequence analysis agent that uses annotated logic programming and annotated

user constraints to generate answers that meet users' preferences and biases. The techniques used

in the agent are described in detail in [GL94] and [GLMC94]. The agent assigns functions to coding

regions in sequences and keeps track of the evidence that supports each decision. After it generates

a set of annotated sequences with con�dence levels, it generates a browsable presentation of the

evidence behind the decisions. Each decision is supported by (and connected to) a set of facts from

the domain database. Each fact is supported by (and connected to) text that also resides in the

domain database.

Browsing and ad-hoc queries Users peer into the current state of the analysis agent's decisions

by browsing through the hierarchical evidence. They may also ask ad-hoc queries about what has

been found so far in the sequence data.

The analysis agent monitors the data collection process. Whenever enough new data has arrived,
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Figure 2: Data Access
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it takes note and generates a new updated browsable view.

Command Mode An additional component to the model is a set of commands through which

users can inspect the domain data, a�ect the data collection process by forcing the active rule

daemon to take some action or a�ect the data analysis by telling the analysis agent to take action.

These commands carry out tasks like sequence reformatting and translation, fact and text extrac-

tion, inspection of sequences, asking for names of data objects, composing single data objects into

complex data objects, mapping features from single data objects onto complex data objects.

In summary, the MAGPIE model supports three di�erent kinds of access to the data in the

domain database: ad-hoc queries, automated decision modules, and web browsable reports.

6 Implementation

The MAGPIE model has been implemented as two daemons and a set of commands that are

invokable at the command line. The data collection active-rule-daemon lives as a background

process on a machine; it monitors and reacts to conditions as described in Section 4. The analysis

agent also lives as a usually latent background process that wakes up periodically, checks the

collected data, and generates an updated set of browsable reports.

Like most operating system commands, the commands for inspecting data and telling the dae-

mons to take some action reside in a common bin and can be invoked by any user with the correct

permissions.

The MAGPIE daemons have been implemented through Sicstus Prolog and perl. The user

commands have been implemented through perl. A full MAGPIE installation requires an NCSA

httpd server and the GD.pm perl 5 extension. MAGPIE can be installed on virtually any UNIX

system. To carry out analysis in a timely manner, at least a medium size workstation (SPARC-

10/20 equivalent) is recommended. MAGPIE can utilize locally networked machines as well as

remote machines for running tools, carrying out analysis, and generating browsable reports. This

features allows rapid genome analysis on large local UNIX clusters.
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7 Case Studies with 3 microbial genomes

We are using MAGPIE for the automated analysis of several microbial genomes. We have chosen

three examples to illustrate the general setup and performance of MAGPIE projects: Sulfolobus sol-

fataricus, Mycoplasma genitalium, and Rhodobacter capsulatus. The Sulfolobus solfataricus genome

(3 million base pairs) is being done in Canada [SCS+96]. The Canadian team has generated about

25% of the sequence in various stages of completion (from primary to �nished sequence), The

Rhodobacter capsulatus genome (3.4 million base pairs) is being done at the University of Chicago

[FZH92]. They have just generated the �rst 100,000 base pairs. The Mycoplasma genitalium

genome (600K base pairs) has been completely �nished by TIGR in Maryland [ea95]. Two of the

three genomes (Sulfolobus and Mycoplasma) are curated at the Institute for Marine Biosciences

(IMB) of the National Research Council of Canada. The third genome, Rhodobacter capsulatus is

maintained at the Mathematics and Computer Science Division of Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL). Analysis and report generation at IMB is performed on a single UNIX workstation, while

the ANL system uses dozens of machines that execute many tasks in parallel. Neither site maintains

public genome databases locally, so both remote servers and local tools are employed.

The three di�erent genomes in our examples di�er considerably in their properties. The Sul-

folobus solfataricus genome has a low G+C content (37%), as does Mycoplasma genitalium. Sul-

folobus is an archaebacterium[Doo92] that grows at 70 degrees Centigrade and thrives on sulfur.

Rhodobacter capsulatus is a photosynthetic bacterium and has a much higher G+C content of 65%.4

All three organisms can use rare start codons5 (GTG and TTG) for their open reading frames,

but the usage of stop codons is di�erent for Mycoplasma genitalium. This organism translates

the codon TGA into an amino acid. These properties have tremendous impact on the number of

predicted open reading frames (ORFs). Assuming a minimum size of 100 amino acids, about 1

ORF per 1000 base pairs is predicted for Sulfolobus. In contrast, for Rhodobacter and Mycoplasma

4When a genome has a higher G+C content, it has fewer random stop codons. Subsequently, it has more potential

open reading frames that do not code for anything.
5When a protein is read from a DNA sequence, each triple of characters is translated into a single amino acid.

A region that codes for a protein generally starts with one of three triples: TTG, GTG and CTG). A coding region

ends with a stop codon, usually TGA, TAG, or TAA.
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the numbers are nearly twice as high. These arti�cially high numbers of ORFs are caused by

overlapping ORFs on the same or the complementary strand6 which are not transcribed. Many

of the overlapping ORFs are considerably smaller than the \real" ORFs and can therefore be

separated in MAGPIE reports.

The Mycoplasma genome is completely �nished, so analysis required one initial data collection

pass. On-going analysis relies on continuous comparison of the Mycoplasma genome against new

entries in the public sequence databases. The input sequence no longer changes, so all statistical and

structure prediction tools were called only once. As new analysis tools are added to the MAGPIE

system, corresponding requests will be dispatched, and their responses will be incorporated into

the analysis.

The other two genomes are still in the production phase. They update their sequence infor-

mation regularly (every few days). Since the quality of a particular piece of contiguous sequence

(\contig") changes over time, many tools need to be employed on the same region of the genome

several times. For a megabase of sequence on the order of 100K responses must be requested and

analyzed over a year. If 20 tools are used to support the analysis of 1000 contigs that change

state once a month, then in one year, 240K (1000 x 12 x 20) requests must to be sent and their

responses analyzed. Three human years would be required to do the equivalent job. The MAGPIE

system reduces the maintenance time in an active sequencing project to 5-10 minutes each day.

Consequently, the time consuming part for humans has shifted from performing the mechanical,

�ltering and prioritizing side of the analysis to making �nal decisions about which functions that

can be assigned to which genes and intergenic regions.

The most important limiting factor for a MAGPIE project is the amount of disk space for

storing domain data. A one megabase pair genome in the �nished phase, with about 25 to 30

di�erent analysis tools employed, �lls 1 gigabyte of disk. Another bottleneck is the performance of

community-shared remote tool servers. Response times can be up to several hours for a particular

tool request. This makes it impossible to quickly request the hundreds or thousands of responses

6Since DNA is double stranded, both the forward sequence and reverse complement sequence must be analyzed

for a given piece of DNA. The reverse complement is obtained by reversing the sequence and substituting A for T, T

for A, C for G, and G for C.
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needed for a whole genome. A con�guration such as that at ANL (see Section 6) enables a whole

genome to be run against the latest version of the Swiss-Prot database with several blast tools in

less than two hours. In a con�guration such that at IMB, a slowly emerging genome like Sulfolobus

can be maintained and analyzed comfortably on a single workstation (SPARC 10/20), using mostly

remote servers.

8 Discussion

We shall consider the performance of the current system and project what further requirements

arise in order to handle the data generation rate anticipated for the human genome.

The system described here is suitable for handling automated analysis of microbial genome

sequence data. A generalized view of the activity over the course of a year is the following. A

2 million character sequence (2Mb) can be considered as O(4000) sub-sequences, or data objects.

Each data object must be analyzed independently and in the context of its neighboring objects,

within some window of distance. For these 4000 objects, the MAGPIE system collects O(100K)

responses from remote and local servers over the course of a year and reanalyzes the collected

data regularly whenever enough new data has arrived. The requests break down into O(40K)

initial requests and O(10K) monthly re-requests. When remote resources shared by the community

dominate over local requests, analysis time becomes very small compared to data collection time.

Even when local resources predominate, the analysis of 10 responses about one data object (in the

context of the other data objects) takes the same amount of time as collecting two to three local

responses. In a typical small-scale microbial genome project, the 4000 data objects emerge over the

course of one year and take about 2 gigabytes of disk space. MAGPIE's capacity for data collection

and analysis is greater than the data generation rate.

Although the paradigm described here handles microbial genome analysis, it requires additional

functionality to meet the anticipated requirements for human genome analysis. Assuming that

human genome sequence will be generated at 2Mb a week (some estimates project 2Mb/day) and

assuming that the number of associated data objects (potential coding regions and their regulatory

sites) is on the order of 500 (an underestimate), then there will be at least 2000 new data objects
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to analyze each month.

Reactive analysis strategies To handle data object generation at the rate of 2000-40,000/month,

community computational resources must expand. Even so, to minimize the expansion and to

reduce disk storage requirements, each data object must be assigned an analysis strategy based on

initial properties (e.g. cleanliness and reliability of the data). An object's analysis strategy should

guide it through a series of remote and local requests, some of which are triggered by the results

of previous requests.

Querying the evidence that supports conclusions In the current system, users can ask for a table

that summarizes what has been collected so far for all data objects. For a system that meets human

genome needs, users must be able to ask queries about the evidence used to generate a conclusion.

Flowcontrol and tracking failed requests Currently, the system sends one request at a time to

each server (for which there is a queued request). It waits for a response before sending the next

request. Requests are sent to multiple servers simultaneously, and analysis starts whenever the

collected data has changed signi�cantly (e.g. an important server has responded for a particular

data object, or 3 new response have arrived for a data object, or the data to be collected is now

complete). When a remote server does not respond, the system tries the request again and if there

is still no response, it noti�es the project manager by email that a remote server is down while

continuing to attempt requests.

This behavior assumes that multiple copies of the same requests are handled by the server

or that, if not, the consequences are not going to stall the server for the rest of the community.

However, for increased data generation rates, this assumption will quickly swamp servers that fail

to respond because they are already overloaded. Flowcontrol of data collection at high data object

generation rates will require improved reliable failure recovery and server veri�cation.

Highlighting new conclusionsUnder low data object generation rates, users have time to evaluate

each new report and each regenerated report as they emerge. Although users �nd it frustrating

at times, they are able to re-examine updated reports and look for new conclusions and higher

con�dence levels. For genome analysis, not only are users inspecting and learning about the genome,

but they are also validating the computational conclusions made by the system. Human validation
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of the computed analysis is essential to the long-term integrity of the community databases since

the system's output is used to create new public database entries.

Higher generation rates introduce two problems: both the number of initial reports that are

generated and the frequency of reevaluation is much greater. This introduces the requirement

for a query language interface that lets users ask for conclusions that have been generated since

some previous time (e.g. time of generation of the previous report) and for the new evidence that

contributed to the new conclusion.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

The MAGPIE system was designed to address the data management and analysis problems that

arise during the interpretation of whole microbial genomes. The system consists of a command-

driven query-answering interface and two cooperating daemons: an active rule daemon that builds

and maintains a knowledge base for a particular genome and an annotated logic programming

daemon (agent) that carries out data analysis for users based on their needs and preferences. The

active rule daemon monitors and maintains a suite of databases that include data about the system

itself, the domain application data, request queues, and historical data.

A salient feature of the genome analysis task that drove the design of the MAGPIE model was

the fact that data collection | that is, gathering new data about initial data objects | takes too

long to support realtime query answering in which remote or computed data are requested at the

time of the query. Another feature of the task is that domain experts carry out repetitive but

complex reasoning about the collected data. A reasoning agent co-exists with the data collection

daemon to carry out the reasoning on behalf of the users according to their designated preferences.

The reasoning agent cooperates with the active rule daemon through the shared domain, system

and historical databases. The system has been implemented and is in use for several microbial

genomes.

Ultimately, our goal is to have a ock of MAGPIEs, each maintaining an emerging or �nished

genome and updating public databases (via established human curation processes) and serving each

other as well as human users. Our biological goal is to facilitate the comparison of whole genomes
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to each other. To achieve these goals, the MAGPIE system must be extended to handle multiple

sets of user preferences. The reasoning agents must be able to communicate with each other. A

new agent must be introduced that cooperates with a user to amass a veri�ed set of decisions about

a genome and send those decisions in the proper format as updates to the public database curators.
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